
 
General Body Meeting PES 

 
A General Body Meeting of the Power Energy Society of IEEE MVSR SB was held on 12th                 
July 2020. The main agenda of this meeting was to decide the future activities which should                
be organised by the PES and to increase the Strength of PES. This is also the first meeting                  
attended by the newly elected Executive Committee where they were explained about their             
roles and responsibilities. 

 

 



 
 
 

Session Details: 
Date: 12th July 2020 
 
Time: 3:00 pm to 4:00 pm 
 
Number of participants: 15 
 
The event was commenced by the IEEE MVSR Student Branch PES chair, Ms. B.Nikita              
Reddy by welcoming Dr. D. HariKrishna, IEEE MVSR Student Branch Counsellor, IEEE            
MVSR PES Student Chapter advisor and all the Executive Committee members. Then she             
went on to explain the agenda of the meeting and called for an open discussion. Later, the                 
meeting was preceded by Dr. D. Harikrishna. He firstly congratulated the newly formed             
Excom and then started describing about the events which are to be planned and conducted               
by the Power Energy Society for the year 2020. 
 
Followed by this, he asked Ms Nikita to give her views and share her ideas regarding the                 
online events and webinars which are to be conducted in due course of time. Ms Nikita                
briefed the panel about the action plan which has to be followed and listed out some events.                 
First major event scheduled is a webinar which will be delivered by Dr. P. V. Rajagopal,                
Chair, PES/IAS/PELS--Jt.Chapter/ IEEE-Hyderabad Section on 22nd July 2020. Other virtual          
events included quiz, JAM’s, article writing, paper and poster presentations. She then            
presented the topics on which webinars can be held.  
 

 
Events proposed by Ms. B. Nikitha Reddy, Chairperson, IEEE MVSR SB PES Student chapter. 

 
After this Dr. D. HariKrishna gave his view on the topics and how we can plan the events in                   
an organised manner. He shared few names of eminent speakers who can really deliver a               
good webinar on the topics that were listed. 



 

 
Topics proposed for conducting the webinars. 

 
The next agenda of the meeting was to increase the strength of PES members in the college.                 
This was taken care of by the Mr. Sri Teja Mopati, Treasurer, IEEE MVSR SB PES Student                 
chapter. He explained in an elaborate manner how we can appeal to the students regarding the                
benefits of PES membership and persuade them to join. Adding to this Dr. D. Harikrishna               
asked to create a poster which should include all the benefits of PES membership so that it                 
can be used for publicity. Mr. Surya Teja, Joint secretary IEEE MVSR SB PES Student               
Chapter, made a valid point that not only mentioning benefits but also sharing with them the                
success stories of the IEEE PES members, how membership helped them, what all they were               
able to achieve would create more interest among students and will be beneficial in              
increasing the memberships. 
 
Afterwards an open discussion was initiated in which all the participants were asked to share               
their ideas and views. Ms. T. Snigdha, Women in Power, IEEE MVSR SB PES Student               
Chapter, came up with an idea of spectrum talks in which a student member of IEEE will                 
deliver a lecture on the advancement of technology in the Power sector to fellow society               
members. This will help the members to improve their speaking and understanding skills. Dr              
Harikrishna then urged the excom members to be active in IEEE Collabratec and reap some               
benefits out of it, to this proposal many participants urged to conduct a webinar on how to use                  
Collabratec. The assurance was given by Dr. D. Harikrishna regarding this webinar. 
 
Then, Ms. P. Sisra, Secretary, IEEE MVSR PES has suggested conducting a webinar on how               
to do mini projects and and projects during this pandemic. This suggestion was liked by all                
participants. Dr. D. Harikrishna responded by saying that the faculty members will also guide              
you in undertaking and accomplishing projects. Dr. D. Harikrishna, stressed the importance            
of technical writing and how it will help to enhance the skills of the students and he vowed to                   
conduct a webinar on technical writing. 
 



He then shared his personal experiences of IEEE and how it helped him to achieve               
recognition and bag many laurels. He also threw light on the fact that how IEEE members                
can get concessions on travel and accommodation expenses when they register themselves for             
conferences which are organised worldwide. 
 
 

 
Executive committee of IEEE MVSR PES for the year 2020-2021. 

 
Vote of Thanks by IEEE MVSR PES Vice Chair  K.Ganesh marked the end of the meeting. 
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